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Operation Loss Minimization Targeted Distributed
Optimal Control of DC Microgrids

Zhen Fan, Student Member, IEEE, Bo Fan , Member, IEEE, Jiangkai Peng, Student Member, IEEE,
and Wenxin Liu , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—DC microgrids are growing in popularity due to their
advantages in terms of simplicity and energy efficiency while
connecting dc sources and dc loads. In traditional hierarchical
schemes, optimization and control are implemented at different
time scales. The loose integration lowers its energy efficiency and
makes it hard to achieve real-time optimization. Even a slight
disturbance can result in deviations of bus voltages and output
currents from their optimal operating points. Additionally, most
real-time control schemes cannot guarantee the boundedness of
individual bus voltages. Targeting these problems, a distributed
optimal control algorithm is presented in this article for dc micro-
grids to minimize operation loss (converter loss and distribution
loss) in real time and maintain all bus voltages within predefined
ranges. First, the Karuch–Kuhn–Tucker condition of the original
constrained optimization problem is converted to an equivalent
optimality condition, which is suitable for control design. Then,
a distributed control algorithm is designed to drive the system’s
operating condition toward the optimal one. Convergence to the
optima is guaranteed through rigorous Lyapunov-based stability
analyses. Finally, simulation studies with a detailed switch-level
model demonstrate the merits of the proposed controller.

Index Terms—DC microgrids, distributed control, Lyapunov
analysis, operation loss optimization, optimal control.

NOMENCLATURE

α User-defined positive constant.
ai Converter loss quadratic coefficient of DG i.
bi Converter loss linear coefficient of DG i.
C Total operation loss.
Cconv_i Converter loss of DG i.
Cdis Distribution loss.
ci Converter loss constant of DG i.
η Vector of partial derivatives of converter loss.
ηi Partial derivative of converter loss.
EC Set of edges of graph GC .
EE Set of edges of graph GE .
GC Graph of the communication network.
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GE Graph of the electrical network.
G Nodal admittance matrix.
Gij Element in the ith row and jth column of G.
gij Conductance of the distribution line between DG i

and DG j.
I Output current vector.
Î Vector of the internal current control signal.
Ii Output current of DG i.
Îi Internal current control signal of DG i.
Īi Output current upper bound of DG i.
I−i Output current lower bound of DG i.

IL Load current vector.
ILi Load current of bus i.
μ Integral of the current error vector.
μi Integral of the current error of DG i.
n Number of DGs.
ΩI Set constraint of the current.
ΩV Set constraint of the voltage.
VC Set of nodes of graph GC .
VE Set of nodes of graph GE .
V Bus voltage vector of DGs.
Vi Bus voltage of DG i.
V̄i Bus voltage upper bound of DG i.
V− i Bus voltage lower bound of DG i.

Vi_ref Bus voltage reference of DG i.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ICROGRIDS and distributed generations (DGs) have
advantages in terms of flexibility and capability in ad-

dressing growing consumer demands. Since many renewable
generations, energy storage systems, and modern loads are dc by
nature [1], [2], it is desirable to deploy a dc microgrid to eliminate
the unnecessary ac–dc and dc–ac conversion stages [3]. Since dc
microgrids do not have issues like frequency synchronizations
and reactive power [4]–[8], it is less technically challenging
to control compared to ac microgrids [9]–[11]. Hence, dc mi-
crogrids are growing in popularity, especially for some special
high-performance applications. However, dc microgrids are hard
to control due to their low inertia, large uncertainties, and a wide
range of operations [12].

To control a dc microgrid composed of multiple DGs, cen-
tralized hierarchical control schemes are usually deployed [13],
[14], which can lower design complexity through time-scale
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separation. In these schemes, operation loss optimization and
real-time control are performed to improve energy efficiency and
ensure system stability, respectively. However, the centralized
structure lacks flexibility and is susceptible to a single point of
failure [15].

To improve the reliability, flexibility, and scalability of dc
microgrids, many distributed control algorithms, i.e., each DG’s
controller only communicates with its neighbors’, are devel-
oped for dc microgrids over the past decade [16]–[19]. These
algorithms are usually designed based on consensus techniques
[20]–[23] to realize proportional load sharing and global av-
erage bus voltage regulation [24]–[26]. However, since only
the average bus voltage is regulated, some bus voltage(s) may
become dangerously high or low, which could damage vital and
sensitive loads. To solve this problem, Han et al. [27] developed
a compromised distributed controller to achieve proportional
current sharing and bounded bus voltage regulation, where
individual bus voltages can be contained in their boundaries
tightly. However, operational cost is not considered in these
consensus-based distributed algorithms.

To enhance energy efficiency and reliability, distributed op-
timizations are implemented for dc microgrids to minimize the
operation loss [28]–[30]. Nevertheless, optimization and control
are performed at different time scales in these methods, which
makes it hard to realize real-time optimization in dc microgrids
[31]. This is mainly because the optimization is implemented
periodically to obtain the optimal bus voltage or output current
references for given operating conditions [32], which will un-
avoidably deviate from the actual ones. Even slight disturbances
such as load changes will trigger real-time control adjustments.
The consequence is that the bus voltages and output currents will
not be optimal even if their references are optimized and updated
periodically. Hence, the overall cost will be increased due to the
disconnection between optimization and real-time control. To
overcome this issue, it is preferable to solve the optimization
problem through real-time control directly. Additionally, if volt-
age bounds are formulated into the optimization problem, the
optimal solution can automatically guarantee all bus voltages
being bounded. Moreover, compared to ac microgrids, such
optimization problems in dc microgrids are relatively simple,
making it possible to realize these challenging objectives.

Based on the above analysis, it is preferable to design real-time
control that dynamically drives the dc microgrid toward the
optimal operating condition, i.e., optimal control strategies to
minimize the total generation or operational costs under con-
straints. In recent years, there appear a few studies that try
to realize optimal control for dc microgrids based on convex
optimization theory [33]–[35]. In [33], the generation cost for a
one-bus system is optimized. A convex optimization problem is
formulated with generation constraints, which is further solved
by combining the equal increment rate criteria and a subgradient
algorithm. Besides, the developed method can achieve propor-
tional power sharing among DGs. Further, the convex generation
cost optimization problem for a multiple-bus dc microgrid is
solved based on distributed consensus algorithms [34]. The
average bus voltage regulation is also achieved. Nevertheless, the
aforementioned solutions [33], [34] lack individual bus voltage

regulation capability. To deal with this issue, Wang et al. [35]
proposed a unified distributed control scheme for dc microgrids
with generation and individual bus voltage constraints. This
approach can dynamically make the operating conditions con-
verge to the optimal one. However, it requires real-time load
information, which is hard to be obtained in dc microgrids.
Also, a lot of information has to be exchanged among the
distributed controllers. The communication burden is increased.
Furthermore, although these designs can respond to the changing
operating conditions, the closed-loop system stability analysis
is not provided rigorously.

To this end, a distributed optimal control algorithm is pre-
sented in this article to minimize the total operation loss (con-
verter loss and distribution loss). At the outset, a convex opti-
mization problem is formulated with bus voltage and output cur-
rent constraints. By utilizing the Karuch-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
condition and the project operator, an equivalent optimality
condition of the original optimization problem is derived to
help the distributed control design. Next, a distributed optimal
control algorithm for dc microgrids is developed to dynamically
find and realize the optimal solution in real time. Each local
controller only requires local and its neighbors’ lumped infor-
mation. Thereafter, rigorous stability and convergence analyses
based on Lyapunov synthesis are offered. Detailed switch-level
simulations are conducted to validate the effectiveness of the
proposed distributed optimal control algorithm. The main con-
tributions of this article are summarized as follows.

1) A distributed optimal control method for dc microgrids
is presented, which can respond quickly to load changes
and dynamically minimize the operation loss online under
constraints.

2) An equivalent optimality condition for the operation loss
optimization problem is derived, which aids the develop-
ment of real-time control schemes.

3) The individual bus voltage regulation is guaranteed the-
oretically during both the transient- and steady-state to
ensure secure operation and improve system reliability and
power quality.

4) Only a lumped variable is required to be transmitted to the
neighbors of a DG through the communication network.
The communication burden of the entire system is reduced
due to the limited information exchange.

5) The closed-loop system stability and convergence anal-
yses are performed theoretically. The bus voltages and
output currents will converge to their optimal/optimum
asymptotically.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
illustrates the model of the considered dc microgrid. In Sec-
tion III, the operation loss optimization problem as well as the
original and equivalent optimality conditions is introduced. Af-
terward, the distributed optimal control algorithm is developed in
Section IV. Main results including the stability and conver-
gence of the proposed algorithm and the individual bus reg-
ulation performance are demonstrated in Section V. In Sec-
tion VI, simulation results are offered to showcase the merits
of the proposed algorithms. Finally, Section VII concludes this
article.
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Fig. 1. Model of a dc microgrid.

II. DC MICROGRID MODELING

Fig. 1 presents the model of a dc microgrid composed of
an electrical network (solid line) and a communication network
(dashed line). The former is a physical grid for delivering electric
power from DGs to loads, while the latter is a sparse network
for information sharing among the DGs’ distributed controllers
[22]. The energy source is connected to the electrical network
through a dc–dc or ac–dc converter. Since the distribution lines
are predominantly resistive in dc microgrids, the dynamic effects
of the line inductance and capacitance are therefore neglected
[21], [22].

A. Electrical Network Modeling of DC Microgrids

The electrical network model of a dc microgrid can be treated
as an undirected and connected graph GE = (VE , EE), where
the set VE = {1, 2, . . . , n} denotes the n buses with DGs and
possible load connections, and the set EE ⊆ VE × VE denotes
the distribution lines. The nodal admittance matrix is then de-
fined as G = {Gij} ∈ Rn×n with its entries given as

Gij =

{∑n
m=1,m �=i gim, i = j

−gij i �= j
(1)

where gij = gji ∈ R+ is the conductance of the distribution
line between bus i and bus j if (i, j) ∈ EE , and gij = gji = 0
otherwise. Note that G is also the Laplacian matrix of graph GE

[36].
Next, according to Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL), one has

Ii =

n∑
j=1

gij(Vi − Vj) + ILi =

n∑
j=1

GijVj + ILi (2)

where Ii ∈ R denotes the output current of DG i, and Vi ∈ R
and ILi ∈ R denote the voltage and load current of bus i,
respectively. Rewriting (2) in a compact form yields

I = GV + IL (3)

where V = [V1, V2, . . . , Vn]
T ∈ Rn, I = [I1, I2, . . . , In]

T ∈
Rn, and IL = [IL1, IL2, . . . , ILn]

T ∈ Rn.

B. Communication Network Modeling of DC Microgrids

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the communication network among
the DGs’ controllers can also be considered as an undi-
rected and connected graph GC = (VC , EC) with the set VC =
{1, 2, . . . , n} denoting the n distributed controllers and the
set EC ⊆ VC × VC denoting the communication links among
the controllers. In this article, the communication network is
designed to be identical to the electrical one, i.e., GC = GE , as
shown in Fig. 1. Hence, the Laplacian matrix of graph GC is also
identical to the nodal admittance matrix G.

III. OPERATION LOSS OPTIMIZATION OF DC MICROGRIDS

In this section, the operation loss optimization problem of
dc microgrids is introduced. Furthermore, a necessary and suffi-
cient condition for the optimal solution to the problem is derived,
which aids the design of the distributed optimal control law in
Section IV.

A. Operation Loss Optimization Problem Formulation

To improve energy efficiency, the operation loss including the
distribution loss and converter loss should be minimized [14],
which can be formulated as the following convex optimization
problem:

min
V,I

C(V, I) = Cdis(V) +
n∑

i=1

Cconv_i(Ii)

s.t. (3)
V− i ≤ Vi ≤ V̄i, i ∈ VE

I−i ≤ Ii ≤ Īi, i ∈ VE

(4)

where Cdis(•) : Rn → R and Cconv_i(•) : R → R, i ∈ VE are
continuous convex functions, and Cdis(V) denotes the total
distribution loss, i.e., the power loss of the distribution lines
which is expressed as [14]

Cdis(V) = VTGV. (5)

Cconv_i(Ii) is the ith DG’s converter loss and can be expressed
as the following quadratic function of the output current Ii [14],
[37]:

Cconv_i(Ii) = aiI
2
i + bi |Ii|+ ci (6)

where ai, bi, and ci ∈ R+ are constant converter loss coeffi-
cients. Hence, C(•) : R2n → R stands for the total operation
loss of the dc microgrid. V− i ∈ R and V̄i ∈ R are the ith DG’s

bus voltage lower and upper bounds, respectively, which are
formulated to ensure the secure operation of dc microgrids.
I−i ∈ R and Īi ∈ R are the ith DG’s output current lower and

upper bounds determined by the DG’s capacity.
Assumption 1: Slater’s constraint qualification

condition [38] holds, i.e., there exists an interior
point Ṽ ∈ ΩV, Ĩ ∈ ΩI such that Ĩ = GṼ + IL, where
ΩV = {V ∈ Rn|V− i ≤ Vi ≤ V̄i, i ∈ VE}, ΩI = {I ∈
Rn|I−i ≤ Ii ≤ Īi, i ∈ VE}.
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Note that ΩI and ΩV are both convex sets. The equality
constraint is affine. Since ∇2C = diag(G,A) with G ≥ 0 and
A = diag(a1, . . . , an) > 0, the cost function C(V, I) is also
convex. Thus, the optimization problem is convex.

Before the design of optimal control algorithms, the con-
trol objective, i.e., the optimal solution to the problem (4), is
required. With the help of Assumption 1, the necessary and
sufficient condition for the optimal solution to the problem (4)
is stated in the following lemma, which is known as the KKT
condition [38].

Lemma 1: With Assumption 1, (V∗, I∗) is an optimal so-
lution to problem (4) if and only if there exist μ∗ ∈ Rn such
that

(V −V∗)TG(2V∗ + μ∗) ≥ 0,∀V ∈ ΩV (7)

(I− I∗)T (η∗ − μ∗) ≥ 0,∀I ∈ ΩI (8)

I∗ = GV∗+IL (9)

where η∗ = [η∗1, η
∗
2, . . . , η

∗
n]

T ∈ Rn with

η∗i = ∇Cconv_i(I
∗
i ) = 2aiI

∗
i + bisgn(I

∗
i ), i ∈ VE . (10)

Proof: Considering the fact that G = GT , the proof of
Lemma 1 can be directly obtained based on the theoretical results
in [39, Lemma 2] and thus is omitted here.

Remark 1: Assumption 1 ensures the existence of a feasible
solution for the convex optimization problem (4). For a well-
designed dc microgrid, this assumption can be always satisfied.

B. Equivalent Optimality Condition

To aid the development of the distributed optimal control law
in Section IV, an equivalent necessary and sufficient condition
for the optimal solution to the optimization problem (4) is
derived in this section. Before proceeding, the project operator
PX (•) : Rm → Rm [40] is introduced to transform the original
inequality conditions (7) and (8) to equivalent equality condi-
tions. For a vector z ∈ Rm, its projection on a nonempty closed
convex set X ⊆ Rm is defined as

PX (z) = argmin
y∈X

‖z− y‖ . (11)

Moreover, the properties of the project operator PX are stated
in the following lemma.

Lemma 2 [40]: Assume that X ⊆ Rm is a closed convex set.
Then, one has

(y −PX (z))T (PX (z)− z) ≥ 0,∀z ∈ Rm,y ∈ X . (12)

Now, an equivalent necessary and sufficient condition for the
optimal solution to the optimization problem (4), which can
be further used for control designs, is stated in the following
theorem.

Theorem 1: With Assumption 1, (V∗, I∗) is an optimal
solution to problem (4) if and only if there exist μ∗ ∈ Rn such
that

V∗ = PΩV
(V∗ −G(2V∗ + μ∗)) (13)

I∗ = PΩI
(I∗ − η∗ + μ∗) (14)

I∗ = GV∗ + IL. (15)

Fig. 2. Diagram of the proposed control algorithm for DG i.

Proof: See Appendix A.

IV. DISTRIBUTED OPTIMAL CONTROL METHODOLOGY

FOR DC MICROGRIDS

A. Distributed Optimal Controller

To solve the optimization problem (4), a distributed optimal
control algorithm is introduced in this section to drive the dc
microgrid to the optimal operation point in real time by dynam-
ically updating voltage reference. Inspired by [39], the control
algorithm for DG i is designed as

V̇i_ref = α
[
PΩV i

(
Vi −

∑n

j=1
gij((2Vi + μi + Ii − Îi)

−(2Vj + μj + Ij − Îj))
)
− Vi

]
(16)

˙̂
Ii = α

[
PΩIi

(Ii − ηi + μi)− Îi

]
(17)

μ̇i =
α

2
(Ii − Îi) (18)

where ΩV i = {Vi ∈ R|V− i ≤ Vi ≤ V̄i}, ΩIi = {Ii ∈
R|I−i ≤ Ii ≤ Īi}, α ∈ R+ is a user-defined constant control

gain, Îi ∈ R is an internal current control signal of DG i,
ηi = ∇Cconv_i(Îi), and μi ∈ R is the integral of the error
between the internal current control signal and the real output
current. Vi_ref ∈ R is the voltage reference of the bus i, which
will be further realized by each DG’s inner control loop.

Note that in microgrids, the bus voltages and output currents
are strictly governed by (2). Strictly speaking, only the bus
voltages can be independently controlled for converters, whose
constraints in (4) can be ensured through the project operator as
designed in (16). However, the constraints on the output currents
cannot be guaranteed directly through the project operator due
to the relationship between bus voltages and output currents.
Hence, an internal current control signal Îi is introduced to
facilitate the regulation of DGs’ output currents to ensure their
steady-state values satisfy (4).

B. Control Implementation

The control diagram is given in Fig. 2. It should be noted
that the proposed control algorithm (16)–(18) is distributed in
the sense that each DG’s local controller only requires its local
information and the information from its neighbors through the
communication network, as shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, for each
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DG, only the lumped variable 2Vi + μi + Ii − Îi is required to
be transmitted to its neighbors. The exchanged information is
thus limited.

V. MAIN RESULTS

In this section, the stability and convergence of the dc mi-
crogrid under the proposed distributed optimal controller are
analyzed through the Lyapunov synthesis. Moreover, individual
bus voltage regulation is presented.

A. Stability and Convergence Analysis

By virtue of modern power electronic devices, the bus voltage
Vi can track its reference Vi_ref generated by the designed con-
troller quickly. Hence, it is reasonable to assume thatVi = Vi_ref

in the following analyses.
To facilitate the analysis, rewriting (16)–(18) in a compact

form yields

V̇ = α
[
PΩV

(V −G(2V + μ+ I− Î))−V
]

(19)

˙̂I = α
[
PΩI

(I− η + μ)− Î
]

(20)

μ̇ =
α

2
(I− Î) (21)

where Î = [Î1, Î2, . . . , În]
T ∈ Rn, μ = [μ1, μ2, . . . , μn]

T ∈
Rn, and η = [η1, η2, . . . , ηn]

T ∈ Rn.
The stability and convergence analyses of the proposed

distributed optimal controller are illustrated in the following
theorem.

Theorem 2: Consider a dc microgrid described by (3) sat-
isfying Assumption 1. If the distributed optimal control law is
designed as (16)–(18), then the bus voltages and output currents
converge to their optima asymptotically.

Proof: See Appendix B.
Remark 2: To achieve online operation loss minimization,

controllers must be able to respond quickly to load changes. Such
a feature is directly reflected in our control design (16)–(18),
where the local bus voltage Vi and output current Ii is measured
to promptly feedback any local load change to the controller
without the measurement of the load current ILi. Additionally,
the large-signal stability of the closed-loop system is ensured
via Lyapunov synthesis, which implies that if load changes,
the proposed optimal controller can respond immediately and
dynamically drive the dc microgrid to the new optimal operating
condition irrespective of the original operating point. Thus, the
proposed optimal controller can achieve online operation loss
minimization.

B. Individual Bus Voltage Regulation

According to (16) and the assumption Vi = Vi_ref , one has
V̇i = α(P̃ΩV i

− Vi) with

P̃ΩV i
= PΩV i

(
Vi −

∑n

j=1
gij((2Vi + μi + Ii − Îi)

−(2Vj + μj + Ij − Îj))
)
. (22)

TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Obviously, P̃ΩV i
∈ ΩV i, and subsequently, one has{

V̇i ≤ 0, Vi ≥ V̄i

V̇i ≥ 0, Vi ≤ V− i
(23)

which indicates that the bus voltage Vi will no longer increase
when it reaches its upper bound V̄i or decrease when it reaches
its lower bound V− i. Besides, for any Vi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n larger

(smaller) than its upper (lower) bound, it will converge to the
closed set ΩV i and remain inside it. Consequently, ΩV is an
invariant set, i.e., for any V(t0) ∈ ΩV, V(t) ∈ ΩV holds for all
t ≥ t0. Individual bus voltage regulation is thus achieved by the
project operator in (16).

VI. SIMULATION STUDIES

A. Microgrid and Control Parameters

To evaluate the effectiveness of the designed distributed op-
timal controller in dc microgrids, detailed switch-level simula-
tions are performed in MATLAB/Simulink. Each DG is modeled
as a buck converter with a dc source, which is connected to the
electrical network through an LC filter. The topology of the dc
microgrid is demonstrated in Fig. 1. The system parameters are
listed in Table I, and the converter loss coefficients are calculated
according to [41]. The filter parameters are selected based on
[42]. The constant control gain is selected as α = 15.

B. Case I: Proposed Optimal Control

In this case, the effectiveness of the proposed optimal con-
troller is tested under load condition I listed in Table II.

The results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. From Fig. 3, one can
see that the bounded bus voltage regulation is ensured. Also, the
output currents can be maintained in their predefined constraints
successfully, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Besides, the bus voltages
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TABLE II
LOAD CONDITION I

Fig. 3. Control performance of bus voltages with the proposed controller under
load condition I.

Fig. 4. Control performance of output currents with the proposed controller
under load condition I.

and output currents can converge to their steady-state values in
about 1 s after the occurrence of load changes. The stability of
the proposed method is guaranteed.

The optimality of the proposed method is demonstrated in
Table IV. The operation loss of the proposed method is directly
obtained from the simulation results. The ground truth of the
operation loss is obtained through the MATLAB convex opti-
mization tool. As shown in Table IV, one can note that the relative
error between the operation loss of the proposed method and that
of the ground truth are almost zero. Thus, the proposed method
can achieve online optimization.

C. Case II: Comparison Studies

This case aims to test the individual bus voltage regulation
capability of the proposed distributed optimal controller under
the extreme load condition II listed in Table III. Comparison
results with the optimal controller in [14] are also given.

The corresponding simulation results of the proposed con-
troller are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, and those of the controller

TABLE III
LOAD CONDITION II

TABLE IV
OPERATION LOSS WITH THE PROPOSE CONTROLLER

Fig. 5. Control performance of bus voltages with the proposed controller under
load condition II.

Fig. 6. Control performance of output currents with the proposed controller
under load condition II.

in [14] are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. As shown in Table III,
since the majority of the load requirement is concentrated on
the bus of DG 1, a considerable amount of current needs to be
transferred from other DGs to DG 1, which further leads to large
bus voltage differences and pushes the bus voltages toward their
bounds. From Fig. 5, one can see that the proposed distributed
controller can achieve individual bus voltage regulation during
both the transient and steady states. Under all load changes, all
bus voltages are ensured to be restricted in their constraints for
all time, i.e., 0.95–1.05 p.u. The convergence time is less than
1 s. For the optimal controller in [14], since only the average bus
voltage is regulated, the bus voltage of DG 1 cannot be ensured
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Fig. 7. Control performance of bus voltages with the controller in [14] under
load condition II.

Fig. 8. Control performance of output currents with the controller in [14]
under load condition II.

TABLE V
OPERATION LOSS WITH THE PROPOSE CONTROLLER

TABLE VI
OPERATION LOSS WITH THE CONTROLLER IN [14]

to be within the secure operation range, as illustrated in Fig. 7,
which may cause damage to vital and sensitive loads.

The trajectories of output currents of DGs are shown in
Figs. 6 and 8 with the proposed controller and the controller in
[14], respectively. From Fig. 6, one can note that the proposed
controller can ensure the satisfaction of the output currents
constraints in the steady state, while in the transient state, since
the output currents are not directly regulated for DGs, they
are not guaranteed to be within their constraints under load
condition II. In Fig. 8, the trajectories of the output currents
with the controller in [14] are given. One can note that the output
current constraints cannot be guaranteed in both the transient and
steady states since they are not considered in [14].

Fig. 9. Control performance of bus voltages with 500µs communication delay
under load condition I.

Fig. 10. Control performance of output currents with 500 µs communication
delay under load condition I.

Tables V and VI illustrate the optimality of the proposed
method and the method in [14], respectively. As shown in
Table V, one can note that the relative error between the op-
eration loss of the proposed method and that of the ground truth
are still very close to zero. Hence, the proposed method can
achieve online optimization. In Table VI, the ground truth of the
operation loss is obtained through the MATLAB convex opti-
mization tool without bus voltage and output current constraints.
By comparing Tables V and VI, one can note that the operation
loss of the controller in [14] is lower than that of the proposed
controller from 7 to 10 s. This is because the constraints of bus
voltages and output currents are not considered for the controller
in [14]. However, this optimal condition cannot be realized since
the output current of DG 1 exceeds its maximum capacity.

D. Case III: Communication Delay

In this case, the proposed distributed optimal controller is
tested with constant communication delays. The dc microgrid is
subjected to load condition I, as summarized in Table II.

The control performance of the proposed optimal controller
with 500 μs communication delay is demonstrated in Figs. 9
and 10, which is similar to the one shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
It is evident that the 500 μs communication delay does not
have a significant impact on the performance of the proposed
controller. Subsequently, as shown in Figs. 11 and 12, a 1500 μs
communication delay is added to the communication network.
In this case, the controller can still guarantee the stability of
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Fig. 11. Control performance of bus voltages with 1500 µs communication
delay under load condition I.

Fig. 12. Control performance of output currents with 1500 µs communication
delay under load condition I.

the system with oscillations. Based on the aforementioned stud-
ies, it can be seen that the proposed controller can withstand
1500 μs communication delay or less.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article, a distributed optimal control algorithm is de-
veloped to minimize the operation loss of dc microgrids. An
equivalent optimality condition is derived from the formulated
optimization problem, based on which a distributed controller
is designed to realize the optimization objective in real time. In
addition, each individual bus voltage is regulated to avoid being
dangerously high or low. The stability and convergence of the
proposed algorithm are analyzed through Lyapunov synthesis.
The bus voltages and output currents are proved to converge to
their optima asymptotically. Finally, the effectiveness of the de-
veloped control algorithm is illustrated by detailed switch-level
dc microgrid simulations.

In this article, the communication topology is considered to
be identical to the electrical network since such a topology can
achieve the optimal control objectives with limited information
shared among DGs. In the future, the distributed optimal control
design with general communication networks will be investi-
gated.

APPENDIX A:
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

First, the equivalence between (7) and (13) is proved. Assume
that (13) holds. With the help of Lemma 2, for anyV ∈ ΩV, one

has

(V −V∗)TG(2V∗ + μ∗)

= (V −PΩV
(V∗ −G(2V∗ + μ∗)))T

× (PΩV
(V∗ −G(2V∗ + μ∗))−V∗ +G(2V∗ + μ∗)) ≥ 0.

(24)

For the converse, for an optimal solution V∗, it satisfies V∗ ∈
ΩV. Recalling Lemma 2 yields

(V∗ −PΩV
(V∗ −G(2V∗ + μ∗)))T

× (PΩV
(V∗ −G(2V∗ + μ∗))−V∗ +G(2V∗ + μ∗)) ≥ 0.

(25)

If (7) holds, then

‖PΩV
(V∗ −G(2V∗ + μ∗))−V∗‖2

≤ (V∗ −PΩV
(V∗ −G(2V∗ + μ∗)))TG(2V∗ + μ∗) ≤ 0.

(26)

Thus,V∗ = PΩV
(V∗ −G(2V∗ + μ∗)) holds. Equations (7)

and (13) are equivalent.
Next, the equivalence between (8) and (14) is illustrated.

Assume that (14) holds. With the help of (12), one has

(I− I∗)T (η∗ − μ∗) = (I−PΩI
(I∗ − η∗ + μ∗))T

× (PΩI
(I∗ − η∗ + μ∗)− I∗ + η∗ − μ∗) ≥ 0,∀I ∈ ΩI. (27)

For the converse, first, one has I∗ ∈ ΩI. According to (12),
the following inequality holds:

(I∗ −PΩI
(I∗ − η∗ + μ∗))T

× (PΩI
(I∗ − η∗ + μ∗)− I∗ + η∗ − μ∗) ≥ 0. (28)

If (8) is satisfied, then one has

‖PΩI
(I∗ − η∗ + μ∗)− I∗‖2

≤ (I∗ −PΩI
(I∗ − η∗ + μ∗))T (η∗ − μ∗) ≤ 0. (29)

Thus, I∗ = PΩI
(I∗ − η∗ + μ∗). Equations (8) and (14) are

equivalent.
Furthermore, note that (9) and (15) are identical. Hence,

(13)–(15) are the equivalent necessary and have sufficient con-
dition for the optimal solution to the optimization problem (4).
Thus, Theorem 1 holds.

APPENDIX B:
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Define ΔV = G(2V + μ+ I− Î) and ΔI = η − μ− I+
Î for simplicity. Then, (19) and (20) can be rewritten as

V̇ = α[PΩV
(V −ΔV)−V] (30)

˙̂I = α[PΩI
(̂I−ΔI)− Î]. (31)

The convergence and stability of the proposed controller
are proved by the Lyapunov theory. Consider the following
Lyapunov candidate function [39]:
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W =
1

α

{
C (̂I,V)− C(I∗,V∗)− (2GV∗)T (V −V∗)

− (η∗)T (̂I− I∗) +
1

2

∥∥∥μ− μ∗ + I− Î
∥∥∥2 + 1

2
‖V −V∗‖2

+
1

2

∥∥∥Î− I∗
∥∥∥2 + 1

2
‖μ− μ∗‖2

}
. (32)

Note thatW is a function ofV, Î,μ. Taking the time derivative
of W yields

Ẇ =
∂W

∂V

V̇

α
+

∂W

∂Î

˙̂I

α
+

∂W

∂μ

μ̇

α
. (33)

Substituting (30) into the first term of Ẇ yields

∂W

∂V

V̇

α
=
[
G

(
2V − 2V∗+μ− μ∗ + I− Î

)
+V−V∗

]T V̇

α

= (ΔV −Δ∗
V +V −V∗)T (PΩV

(V −ΔV)−V)

= (ΔV −Δ∗
V +PΩV

(V −ΔV)−V∗)T

× (PΩV
(V−ΔV)−V)−‖V −PΩV

(V−ΔV)‖2
(34)

where Δ∗
V = G(2V∗ + μ∗). For the first term of the last equal-

ity in (34), one has

(ΔV−Δ∗
V+PΩV

(V −ΔV)−V∗)T (PΩV
(V −ΔV)−V)

=(ΔV−Δ∗
V+PΩV

(V−ΔV)−V)T (PΩV
(V −ΔV)−V∗)

− (ΔV −Δ∗
V)T (V −V∗)

= (PΩV
(V −ΔV)− (V −ΔV))T (PΩV

(V −ΔV)−V∗)

− (Δ∗
V)T (PΩV

(V−ΔV)−V∗)−(ΔV−Δ∗
V)T (V −V∗).

(35)

For the first two terms of the last equality in (35), according
to Lemma 2 and (7), one has

(PΩV
(V−ΔV)−(V−ΔV))T (PΩV

(V−ΔV)−V∗) ≤ 0
(36)

and

(Δ∗
V)T (PΩV

(V −ΔV)−V∗) ≥ 0. (37)

Thereafter, combining (35)–(37) gives

(ΔV−Δ∗
V+PΩV

(V −ΔV)−V∗)T (PΩV
(V −ΔV)−V)

≤ −(ΔV −Δ∗
V)T (V −V∗). (38)

Substituting (38) into (34) yields

∂W

∂V

V̇

α
≤ − ‖V −PΩV

(V −ΔV)‖2

− (ΔV −Δ∗
V)T (V −V∗). (39)

Next, substituting (31) into the second term of Ẇ yields

∂W

∂Î

˙̂I

α
=

[
η − η∗ −

(
μ− μ∗ + I− Î

)
+ Î− I∗

]T ˙̂I

α

= (ΔI −Δ∗
I + Î− I∗)T (PΩI

(̂I−ΔI)− Î)

= (ΔI −Δ∗
I +PΩI

(̂I−ΔI)− I∗)T

× (PΩI
(̂I−ΔI)− Î)−

∥∥∥Î−PΩI
(̂I−ΔI)

∥∥∥2 (40)

where Δ∗
I = η∗ − μ∗. Again, for the first term of the last equal-

ity in (40), one has

(ΔI −Δ∗
I +PΩI

(̂I−ΔI)− I∗)T (PΩI
(̂I−ΔI)− Î)

= (ΔI −Δ∗
I +PΩI

(̂I−ΔI)− Î)T (PΩI
(̂I−ΔI)− I∗)

− (ΔI −Δ∗
I)

T (̂I− I∗)

= (PΩI
(̂I−ΔI)− (̂I−ΔI))

T (PΩI
(̂I−ΔI)− I∗)

− (Δ∗
I)

T (PΩI
(̂I−ΔI)− I∗)− (ΔI −Δ∗

I)
T (̂I− I∗).

(41)

According to Lemma 2 and (8), one has

(PΩI
(̂I−ΔI)− (̂I−ΔI))

T (PΩI
(̂I−ΔI)− I∗) ≤ 0 (42)

and

(Δ∗
I)

T (PΩI
(̂I−ΔI)− I∗) ≥ 0. (43)

Next, combining (41)–(43) gives

(ΔI −Δ∗
I +PΩI

(̂I−ΔI)− I∗)T (PΩI
(̂I−ΔI)− Î)

≤ −(ΔI −Δ∗
I)

T (̂I− I∗). (44)

Hence, substituting (44) into (40) yields

∂W

∂Î

˙̂I

α
= −

∥∥∥Î−PΩI
(̂I−ΔI)

∥∥∥2 − (ΔI −Δ∗
I)

T (̂I− I∗).

(45)
Recalling the definition of ΔV, Δ∗

V, ΔI, and Δ∗
I yields

(ΔV −Δ∗
V)T (V −V∗) + (ΔI −Δ∗

I)
T (̂I− I∗)

= (μ− μ∗ + I− Î)T (G(V −V∗)− Î+ I∗)

+ 2(V −V∗)TG(V −V∗) + (η − η∗)T (̂I− I∗). (46)

Due to the convexity of C(V, I), the last two terms in (46)
satisfy

2(V −V∗)TG(V −V∗) + (η − η∗)T (̂I− I∗) ≥ 0. (47)

Then, (46) becomes

(ΔV −Δ∗
V)T (V −V∗) + (ΔI −Δ∗

I)
T (̂I− I∗)

≥ (μ− μ∗ + I− Î)T (G(V −V∗)− Î+ I∗). (48)

With the help of the dc microgrid model (3), one has

G(V −V∗) = I− IL −GV∗ = I− I∗. (49)

Hence, (48) becomes

(ΔV −Δ∗
V)T (V −V∗) + (ΔI −Δ∗

I)
T (̂I− I∗)

≥ (μ− μ∗ + I− Î)T (I− Î)

≥ (μ− μ∗)T (I− Î) +
∥∥∥I− Î

∥∥∥2. (50)
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Thereafter, combining (39), (45), and (50) yields

∂W

∂V

V̇

α
+

∂W

∂Î

˙̂I

α
≤ −‖V −PΩV

(V −ΔV)‖2

−
∥∥∥Î−PΩI

(̂I−ΔI)
∥∥∥2 − (μ− μ∗)T (I− Î)−

∥∥∥I− Î
∥∥∥2.
(51)

Now, substituting (21) into the last term of (33) yields

∂W

∂μ

μ̇

α
= (μ− μ∗)T (I− Î) +

1

2

∥∥∥I− Î
∥∥∥2. (52)

Finally, by combining (33), (51), and (52), the time derivative
of W becomes

Ẇ ≤ −1

2

∥∥∥I− Î
∥∥∥2 − ‖V −PΩV

(V −ΔV)‖2

−
∥∥∥Î−PΩI

(̂I−ΔI)
∥∥∥2 ≤ 0. (53)

Hence, according to the Lyapunov theory, V, Î, and μ are all
bounded. Furthermore, with the help of (3), the boundedness of
V and IL yields that I is also bounded. Moreover, according to
the LaSalle invariance principle [43], one has Ẇ = 0. Then, the
following results can be obtained as⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
lim
t→∞(V −PΩV

(V −ΔV)) = 0

lim
t→∞(̂I−PΩI

(̂I−ΔI)) = 0

lim
t→∞(I− Î) = 0.

(54)

Additionally, (3) always holds for the bus voltage V and the
output current I. Thus, all conditions in Theorem 1 are satisfied.
V and I will finally converge to an optimal solution to the
optimization problem (4).
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